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Ms. Nancy M. Morris, Secretary 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549-0609 
Via www.sec.gov 

Re: File No. S7-12-06 

Secretary Morris:

Introduction
I am a Ph.D. economist doing research and consulting in finance and economics. I am
formerly Director of Transfer Agent Services for Depository Trust Company in New 
York, and Operations Manager for Pacific Depository Trust Company and Pacific 
Securities Clearing Corporation in San Francisco. I also was Senior Advisor for KPMG 
on the USAID Capital Markets Project to design and implement trade clearing and 
settlement operations during privatization in Russia. Over the last three years I have been 
a paid advisor to companies, investors and law firms on the issues addressed by
Regulation SHO. My comments will reflect my expertise in economic analysis of law and
market efficiency, plus securities processing operations. 

I support the Commission’s efforts to keep from creating new grandfathered fails when 
an issue briefly comes off the Threshold list. Although many people were aware of 
failures to settle that existed either before the Regulation was effective or before the issue 
qualified for the Threshold list, it was careful review by Commission staff that revealed
this additional source of unattended settlement failures. 

I also applaud your request for comments from transfer agents on the impact on proxy 
voting rights and processes. These gentlepersons have been trying for many years to 
bring attention to the damage done to proxy voting rights through short sales and stock 
lending. Since my expertise extends to the securities transfer industry, I will address
comments to that issue as well. 

In the first two sections, I begin with a discussion of the impact of settlement failures on 
capital market efficiency and the impact of Regulation SHO on economic incentives. In 
Section III, I address the relationship of short sales and stock lending to proxy voting 
rights. Section IV offers a specific discussion of the systemic causes of the problems 
generally attributed to “naked short sales” by the vocal group of companies and investors 
now demanding action. In Section V, I outline a primary argument for the roles States
can play in protecting investors and companies. Sections VI and VII argue in favor of 
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increased transparency at DTCC and SEC, respectively. Finally, Section VIII points out a 
grammatical error in the proposed text and some factual errors in the subject file. 

I. Fails Disrupt Market Efficiency 
Not only the Commission, but also exchanges, and SROs are charged with a duty “to 
remove impediments to and perfect the mechanism of a free and open market.”1

Economic efficiency is violated when trade settlement fails. At the risk of being pedantic, 
I believe it is useful to point out some required elements for efficiency in capital markets. 
In economics, efficiency means that 1) Resources are allocated where demand is highest; 
2) No seller effects prices, so each seller has the incentive to cut costs in order to raise 
profits, thereby providing for the efficient use of allocated resources; and 3) Every buyer 
pays the same price, thereby achieving efficient distribution.  

The three elements of economic efficiency are violated by settlement failures in this way: 
1) The supply of shares is allowed to exceed the demand: when purchased securities are 
not delivered, an entitlement to the same share may be sold a second time either through 
intentional manipulation or poor record keeping; 2) sellers have no incentive to reduce 
transaction costs because they are not required to complete transactions; and 3) a buyer 
who purchases shares that go undelivered at settlement has paid a price that is out of 
synch with the market; that is, when payment occurs on t+3 and share delivery is at t+13 
(or worse) there is a temporal distortion in profit and incentives. 

Investors have no way to purchase equity securities except through a broker-dealer who 
may be allowed to fail at settlement. A key element in free-market efficiency is that no 
one is forced to accept the sellers’ terms or go without. When that happens, efficient
allocation and distribution are harmed, resulting in the introduction of price differentials
so that investors buy less than they would at equitable prices. In consideration of the 
promotion of efficiency and competition (section VIII, p. 40) 2, the proposed amendments 
will promote price efficiency but only to the extent that the original regulation left the
door open to inefficient market operations through the institutionalization of failures to 
settle. 

Beyond the ethical implications of imperfect knowledge between bargaining parties, it is 
a requirement of efficient capital markets that all participants are using the same 
information set. When one participant is allowed to fail to deliver securities on selected
trades, then that participant has private information that is not available to the rest of the 
market. By providing any exceptions to close out requirements, the Commission is 
institutionalizing inefficiency in the capital market.  

This is not to say that market makers should not be permitted “to sell short threshold 
securities in order to hedge options positions,” as the Commission expects the market to
work. Rather, the problem of fails being permitted strategically to one participant and not 
to another, whether the failure is the result of short, long or hedge transactions, creates an 

1 Exchange Act (1934), Section 3(f) 
2 Page numbers throughout this document refer to the .pdf version available at SEC’s website. 
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additional imbalance in the information sets that are required to be identical for all 
participants in efficiently functioning capital markets. 

Regarding the length of the phase-in period (“e.g., 60 days instead of 35”, p. 11) the 
economic tradeoffs associated with any delay in implementation are the reduction of 
economic efficiency which suffers when fails are permitted and which suffers further 
when fails are permitted to persist. The shorter period is always desirable from the
standpoint of efficiency. 

In the context of options positions, the file discusses “a sufficient amount of time to allow
a fail to remain that results from a short sale by an options market maker to hedge a pre-
existing options position that has expired or been liquidated” (p. 20). Although I have no
practical experience with options markets, I am a trained economist. My argument
against allowing fails for these instances is similar to that for all fails: Every market
transaction requires completion for the analytical framework to fully obtain. The 
counterparty to any market activity is operating under the assumption that the trade will 
be fulfilled, including the delivery of securities at settlement. The counterparty in an 
options transaction is specifically dependent in their financial analysis on the impact that 
the market maker’s activities will have on supply, demand and price for the option and 
the underlying security. In this case, the damage to the counterparty goes beyond the lack 
of information about fails. They incur further damage when expectations of market 
reaction to the market maker’s activities do not occur due to the fact that the transaction 
was not completed as agreed. 

I agree with the Commission that new data processing and communications techniques 
should create the opportunity for more efficient, effective, and safe procedures for
clearance and settlement. However, one might be tempted to equate automation with
efficiency; and this would be a grave error. Our problems will not go away with
improved technology and shorter settlement cycles; they will only get worse. Today 
already, a trade riddled with inaccuracies can be passed right down through clearing and 
settlement without any human intervention. This must obviously be the case if the
Commission equates fails with trade errors. For capital market efficiency to exist in the 
U.S., someone will have to enforce trade settlement, including securities delivery. 

I think that allowing “the cost of closing out the fail [to] be a part of the economic cost of 
making a trading error” (p. 14) is a brilliant suggestion on the part of Commission staff. If 
I purchase a service, I will pay for it. But if the service provider makes an error, they
should not come back to me (the investor in this case) to pay for their mistakes. 
Enforcing the cost of closing failed trades to the erring party will add to real economic 
efficiency as those firms that make too many trading errors will be driven out of business, 
and those that are better at executing trades (all the way through to settlement) will 
survive. 
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3 Rule 203(b)(3)(iii). 
4  From http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/mrfaqregsho1204.htm (Updated 05/06/05) Question 7.1:
Do naked short sale transactions create "counterfeit shares?" Emphasis added.
5 For more on this point, see comments submitted by Wayne Jett. 
6 For an example with a detailed explanation of how short sellers are damaged by settlement failures, see 
the recent lawsuit filed by Electronic Trading Group against the prime brokers. 

II. Poorly aligned economic incentives under Regulation SHO 
An additional reason for eliminating fails by making the cost of closing out the fail part 
of the economic cost of making a trading error is to better align economic incentives. The
existing penalty for not closing a fail is prohibiting the participant from failing on a future 
short sale by requiring what amounts to pre-borrowing the securities before the trade is
accepted.3 This does nothing to penalize the offending party. Therefore, it provides no 
disincentive to creating fails in the first place. On the other hand, if the service providers 
know the cost of errors will be theirs to bear, there can be additional economic gains that 
extend from assuring that the most efficient firms survive in a competitive marketplace. 

The Commission asks: “Can the close-out provision of Rule 203(b) be easily evaded?” 
(p. 17). The obvious answer is: any provision that has no penalty will be evaded by 
simply doing nothing. What can be accomplished as long as trades are not required to be
settled and no federal rule is violated when trades fail? In the Commission’s own words: 

“CNS is essentially an accounting system that indicates delivery and receive 
obligations among its members (i.e., broker-dealers and banks). These
obligations do not reflect ownership positions until such time as delivery of 
shares are actually made.”4

Therefore, money changes hands while ownership does not. Investors are being cheated 
of ownership rights and privileges while being denied use of the funds taken from their 
accounts in payment. With no real teeth, with no enforcement mechanism, and as long as 
neither the Commission nor the SROs will force settlement of trades, these amendments 
will be no more effective than the original Regulation SHO. 

I’m highly confident that systems are in place to be sure that customers deliver money on 
time.5 Automated systems could and should track when customer shares are not delivered 
on time for settlement. It does not seem reasonable that the broker could “make a notation 
on the order ticket at the time an order was taken which reflected the conversation with 
the customer as to the present location of the securities” (p. 18). Electronic trading now 
makes it possible for the customer to never meet or talk to a broker. While it would be a 
good argument against requiring documentation of the contact, this also argues in favor 
of not allowing fails in the first place. Trading systems should be able to detect the 
presence and absence of securities prior to execution. Regardless of how it is achieved,
any limit on the duration of a fail is meaningless without an enforcement mechanism.

The Commission asks (p. 12) if “eliminating the grandfather provision make[s] it more
difficult for short sellers to provide market discipline against abusive practices on the 
long side?” If short sellers cannot count on trades being completed, then the analytical 
model they are working with is useless.6 This is not unlike the analytical problem 
described above for the counterparty in an options contract. The proper alignment of
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7 For a comprehensive and unbiased review of this problem and its relationship to short selling and stock 
lending, read “Corporate Voting Charade” by Bob Drummond, April 2006, Bloomberg Markets. 
8 April 26, 2005, Securities Industry Association letter to Anand Ramtahal, New York Stock Exchange. 
9 Obtained from an anonymous source. 

incentives for short sellers, if the Commission desires to encourage their activity, is to 
assure complete and final settlement of all market activity on time. Section 23(a)(2) of 
the Exchange Act requires the Commission to consider “the impact any such rule or
regulation would have on competition”; and in fact, grandfathered positions do damage to 
competition by allowing some broker-dealers and not others the advantage of additional 
time to effect the change of ownership required for trade settlement. 

III. One share, one vote7: Missing from U.S. Capital Markets 
I welcome the opportunity to comment on the relationship of proxy over-voting to the 
topic of short selling and stock lending. As I examine the issues, it becomes abundantly 
clear that the problem here is much more than “naked short selling.” The real problem 
stems from a three-fold arena: shorts, loans and fails. When a stock is sold, regardless of 
whether the trade is marked “long” or “short,” if the shares aren’t presented at settlement,
there are problems created in the customer’s accounts when they are given what are 
known as “entitlements.” If the failed trade (or even a legal short sale) is covered with 
borrowed shares, the situation is made worse when a voting or dividend record date 
passes because no one seems to be able to keep track of who owns what shares. I refer to 
the April 2005 letter from the SIA to the NYSE8 (attached as Exhibit A) and the 
subsequent report of the NYSE’s audit of proxy procedures9 (attached as Exhibit B). In 
combination, these present a dire picture of the ability of the broker-dealer community to 
keep track of ownership; DTCC further enables this irresponsible behavior by inserting 
stock lending into settlement procedures. 

The Commission notes “When Regulation SHO was proposed, commenters noted 
difficulties tracking individual accounts in determining fails to deliver” (p. 15). How 
tragic that the problem has gone this far; that not only do the broker-dealers not know 
whose shares are bought, sold and lent, they can’t even tell if a selling customer has 
delivered shares. I am highly confident that they keep track of whose money has been 
received; there is no excuse for not extending the same level of fiduciary care and 
diligence to the securities side of transactions. The Commission also asks, “Should we
consider requiring customer account-level close out?” Unfortunately, the Commission is 
not “requiring” any close outs, since even the t+13 settlement requirement is being 
willfully ignored as evidenced by increasing numbers of fails in threshold securities and
reports from investors of delays in securities delivery that extend for months. The 
suggestion (further on p. 15) of a prohibition on “all short sales in [a threshold] security 
by an account” that has previously failed to settle could help stem the intentional creation 
of phantom shares, though it does little to address the underlying problems. 

The Commission admits that “large and persistent fails to deliver can deprive 
shareholders of the benefits of ownership, such as voting and lending” (p. 8). In fact, 
lending can deprive shareholders of their voting rights. As is made obvious in Exhibit A, 
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10 DTCC has implied that borrowed shares are included in fails until the loan is paid back. In this section, I 
will discuss the question as asked. In Sections VI and VII, I emphasize my growing concern over the 
impact of DTCC’s obfuscation on the ability of the Commission to effectively regulate the industry. 
11 See footnote 4 above for reference. 
12 Nanopierce Technologies, Inc., et. al. V. DTCC et. al., Nevada Supreme Court Case No. 45364, District 
Court Case No. CV04-01079, Brief of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Amicus Curiae, on the 
Issue Addressed. Emphasis added. 
13 By way of example, excerpts on the subject are included here from their December 2004 White Paper &
Concept Release (Exhibit D) and Newsletter 2005 Issue 4 (Exhibit E). 

many investors are unknowingly deprived of the right to vote. I emphasize 
“unknowingly” because many people believe that their vote is counted just because they
send the proxy instruction card back to their broker. Very few, including state and 
national senators I have spoken to personally, realize that the broker-dealer may be using 
a lottery to determine whose votes are counted. 

Next, the Commission asks would “borrowing, rather than purchasing, securities to close 
out a position be more effective in reducing fails to deliver, or could borrowing result in
prolonging fails to deliver?” (p. 17).10 Purchasing the securities is the only effective way
to close out a failure to deliver. Borrowing shares only moves the failure from one 
participant to another, leaving in place the problem of either duplicating voting rights or
distributing them at random. The Commission itself admits that entitlements do not 
reflect ownership positions until such time as delivery of shares are actually made.11

In the Nanopierce Amicus12, the Commission quotes Section 17A of the 1934 Act, in 
which Congress gave: 

“direction to the Commission to be followed in administering the statute. 
Congress found that (A) The prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of 
securities transactions, including the transfer of record ownership and the 
safeguarding of securities and funds related thereto, are necessary for the
protection of investors and persons facilitating transactions by and acting on
behalf of investors.” 

Yet by the Commission’s own admission, transfer of record ownership does not occur
under fails or under stock loan. Trades settled with borrowed shares, which are subject to 
recall, leave open a failure to receive.

The Commission makes much of the options market maker exemption and rules. While I
applaud the effort to close an obvious gap in the original Rule, I question whether the 
Commission or some SRO has sufficient information to judge compliance with this rule.
If the broker-dealers cannot keep track of which customer’s shares have been lent (see 
Exhibit A) or reconcile long and short positions (see Exhibit B), I find it highly unlikely 
that the options market makers have the record keeping for compliance with this rule. 

To fulfill the request for empirical data, I attach Exhibit C, which contains information
collected by STP Advisory Services on proxy over-voting from the current year. 
Furthermore, I refer the Commission to the newsletter of the Securities Transfer 
Association, which regularly carries articles addressing the impact of short sales and 
stock lending on over-voting.13
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14 Therefore, there is no “de minimis amount of fails that should not be subject to a mandatory close out”
(page 13). 

The fact is that the Securities Transfer Association and the Business Roundtable have 
been fighting the proxy side of this battle for decades. They started at the stock 
exchanges, who told them that the omnibus proxy wasn’t their problem, it was DTCC’s 
program. So they went to the DTCC, who told them that they were only following the
rules approved by the SEC. When they talked to staff at the SEC, as recently as 2004, 
they were told: “Who cares who votes the shares as long as you don’t see it.” The SEC’s
philosophy has been to intercept over-reporting before the issuer sees the over-voting. In 
other words, the Commission is denying there’s the rhino behind the couch. 

IV.  Source of the problems: Shorts, Fails and Loans 
If the problem were just “naked short sales,” then the dilution of share value and 
shareholder rights would be corrected when the shorts were covered and the market price
moved toward the real value of the firm. But when settlement failures are added to the 
picture, then the shorts have no incentive to cover.14 The trade is allowed to remain
unsettled indefinitely; there is no margin call because there is no loan. Finally, even
where stock lending takes place, the problems are only compounded as explained above
(Section III).  

To be perfectly clear, the source of the problem is three-fold – short sales, settlement 
failures, and stock lending. The short sellers do harm to a company’s reputation and 
damage to the share price, both of which limit the firm’s ability to access capital, both 
private capital and market-based capital. Investors bear the brunt of the damage from the 
settlement failures because they are not getting delivery/ownership of shares after making 
payments. Institutional investors likely stand on both sides of the problem: as investors,
they see the value of their portfolio shares eroded by the short sellers, and then they 
relinquish their voting rights in the pursuit of higher returns by lending their stock to 
short sellers. The damage caused by all three issues stems from the core problem, which 
is a failure on the part of management at the DTCC to provide secure, guaranteed, final 
settlement for trades. 

Fails

Loans

Shorts

DTCC
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15 The missing text is not relevant to this point. However, it describes the process by which the miscreants
are able to recover any settlement monies presented to DTCC for failed trades. “Open positions are 
marked-to-market daily. Such marks are debited or credited to the involved participants through the 
settlement process.” If they can drive the price of the security to zero, the DTCC will further oblige the 
scheme by declaring the securities “worthless,” which allows them to eliminate any remaining obligations. 
16 Nanopierce Technologies, Inc., et. al. V. DTCC et. al., Nevada Supreme Court Case No. 45364, District 
Court Case No. CV04-01079, Brief of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Amicus Curiae, on the 
Issue Addressed 
17 Section 17A.a.5.(C). Emphasis added. 
18 The phrase “protection of investors” is mentioned 186 times in the Exchange Act of 1934. 

Trades settled with borrowed shares leave open a failure to receive. The distinction
between deliver and receive is probably made clearest in NSCC’s Annual Financial 
Statements: 

“The failure of participants to deliver securities to NSCC on settlement date, and
the corresponding failure of NSCC to redeliver the securities, results in open
positions. ….15 At the close of business on December 31, 2005, open positions
due to NSCC approximated $3,423,028,000 ($4,346,655,000 at December 31, 
2004), and open positions due by NSCC to participants approximated
$2,445,326,000 ($3,328,295,000 at December 31, 2004) for unsettled positions
and $977,702,000 ($1,018,360,000 at December 31, 2004) for securities 
borrowed through NSCC’s Stock Borrow Program.” 

What this says is that there were $3,423,028,000 in fails to deliver and $2,445,326,000 in 
fails to receive for total open fails of $5,858,354,000. Including the $977,702,000 in fails
to receive that were covered by stock borrowing, the total level of fails was
$6,846,056,000 at December 31, 2005.  

Furthermore, the Nanopierce Amicus16 explains the purpose of a clearing agency: “to be 
so organized, and have the capacity, to be able to: facilitate the prompt and accurate 
clearance and settlement of securities transactions,” and that they must be able to 
“enforce compliance by its participants with the rules of the clearing agency.” So how is
it that DTCC is unable to enforce the settlement of trades? They are explicitly given the
means to do so in the Exchange Act: 

“A registered clearing agency may summarily suspend and close the accounts of
a participant who …, (ii) is in default of any delivery of funds or securities to the 
clearing agency…”17

If the DTCC neglects to take action against participants who are in default of delivery of 
securities, and the SEC neglects to take action to discipline the DTCC, then where can 
investors turn for protection? 18

The Commission asks, “Should we consider including or specifically excluding an 
exception for DVP trades …?” This question demonstrates a misconception that is at the 
core of the problems generally referred to as caused by “naked short selling.” In reality, 
shares on deposit should be eligible for trading only if there is a way to know that they 
have not been previously promised for loan, pledge, etc. This is particularly true for DVP 
trades where no SRO is present to enforce delivery and settlement. DTCC must ensure 
settlement for all trades at t+3 and not allow failures beyond t+4. If a trade fails at 
settlement, the delivering participant should be able to fix it the next day. 
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19 I respectfully request that the SEC no longer submit amicus briefs in which the SEC supports the defense 
that these are matters outside the jurisdiction of the States in lawsuits brought by shareholders and issuers 
in the States against the DTCC and other parties in matters relevant to settlement failures. 

V. States need room to take action
I applaud the efforts of Governor Huntsman in Utah plus Securities Administrator 
Lambiase and Attorney General Blumenthal in Connecticut. They bravely stepped into a
place where property rights are not being protected by the United States to provide for 
some protection for shareholders, investors and companies in the States. The inherent 
advantages of the States are of importance in this topic. Since States have the right to 
register corporations, and to well regulate corporations and their securities, then the 
federal government can defer to the States’ determination of whether and how to protect 
those corporations and the citizens who invest in their securities.  

The following are examples of statements made by the SEC, NASD and DTCC 
indicating that there are no existing rules at the Federal level to protect investors from 
settlement failures: 
�  “failure to deliver securities on T+3 does not violate the rule.” Footnote 2 of the file. 
� “Should a member … fail to deliver the security on settlement date, the NASD deems

such conduct inconsistent with the terms of [the] Rule …” NASD Rule 3370(b)(4)(C). 
Therefore, fails are not a violation of a rule and there are no consequences for failing. 
� “NSCC is not a regulator, nor does it exercise enforcement powers.” Larry Thompson, 

DTCC General Counsel, Euromoney Letters to the Editor, June 2005. 

Since neither the SEC nor any SRO can force the settlement of a trade, then it must be 
left to the States to protect investors who want delivery of securities they have 
purchased.19 In fact, it would appear from the above that the States are the only place that 
investors can get protection in these matters. If there is a trade-off between the protection 
of corporations and investors and economic integration, it is one that the State 
governments can develop more effectively than if there were one Federal rule. The States 
have the ability to work out therapeutic approaches to an issue that continues to elude 
Federal regulators. 

Surely, since there apparently is no rule in place at the Federal level to enforce the 
delivery of ownership of securities to the purchaser, then the SEC should not stand in the
way of the States when they try to enforce delivery of a product for which an investor has 
paid. Further, corporate issuers should not be intimidated into believing that they are
violating “short squeeze” prohibitions when they try to help investors get the product for 
which they have paid. 

It is well understood in development economics that autocrats face incentives to provide 
selective benefits and, as such, they may attempt to maximize control over economic 
activity. In order to motivate investors to depend on government officials to place and 
protect investments, autocrats may overlook or even encourage opacity, corruption or 
inadequate protection at the federal level. Commercial transaction costs for private
citizens will be better reduced when democratic leaders face incentives to provide such 
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20 For example, see Porter, R. Burt, "Measuring Market Liquidity" (October 2003), which provides 
evidence of a strong January seasonal effect on liquidity, and which summarizes recent research suggesting 
that aggregate market liquidity varies over time. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=439122. See 
also Kamstra, Mark J., Kramer, Lisa A. and Levi, Maurice D., "Winter Blues: A SAD Stock Market Cycle" 
(October 2003), which demonstrates seasonal differences in market behavior using international data. 
Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=208622. For additional evidence, see DeGennaro, Ramon P., 
Kamstra, Mark J. and Kramer, Lisa A., "Seasonal Variation in Bid-Ask Spreads" (March 2006). Available 
at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=624901. 
21 The following terms do not appear anywhere in the final rulemaking: “fail to receive”, “fails to receive”
or “failure to receive” or “failures to receive”. The word “receive” appears 36 times, primarily in the 
context of where the SEC has “received” comments. 

protection broadly. The incentives for correct behavior in these cases are clearly with the 
States. 

VI. Call for Transparency @ DTCC 
The Commission specifically asks commenters to “provide analysis and data to support 
their views.” This is exceedingly difficult to do since DTCC is obfuscating the real 
magnitude of the problem by using poor metrics and biased statistics. For example, in 
footnote 3 (p. 3) of the file there are NSCC statistics on average daily failures to settle as
a percentage of dollar value. It is deceptive to use a figure based on dollar value to
support the statement that “the majority of trades settle on time” because a statistic 
describing the majority of “trades” should be by number, not by value. 

Again, in footnote 18 (p. 8), the Commission offers NSCC statistics from two unequal 
time periods to support the statement “that Regulation SHO appears to be significantly 
reducing fails to deliver.” Data for the 9 months from April 1, 2004 to December 31, 
2004 are compared to the 17 months from January 1, 2005 to May 31, 2006. Comparing 
statistics from periods of different lengths is bad math, at best. Furthermore, it is well 
known that market data exhibit seasonal variation.20 It is particularly deceptive to include 
January in one and not the other, since the “January effect” is especially well-known and 
studied. 

Footnote 18 continues giving a list of statistics from NSCC that are presented with 
inconsistent measurement units. In most cases, NSCC does not reveal if percentages are
by value, by transaction or by number of shares. At best, this is a sloppy presentation of 
statistical data. At worst, it is an attempt to deceive. 

The statement in footnote 19 (p. 8) is blatantly biased. It offers the number of Threshold 
securities as a percentage of equity securities “including those that are not covered by 
Regulation SHO.” Including equity securities not covered by Regulation SHO in the 
denominator of a statistic meant to depict the scope of the problem identified with
Regulation SHO only serves to obfuscate. These biased statistics serve to deceptively 
minimize the problem and exaggerate the progress made by Regulation SHO. 

Unfortunately, DTCC’s obfuscation may be damaging the Regulation SHO Threshold 
lists themselves. In the Final Rulemaking on Regulation SHO, the terms “fails” and “fails
to deliver” are used interchangeably, without reference to “fails to receive.”21 For 
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22 Page 48016, in Part V. Rule 203. B. 1. 
23 $1.1 billion is only 18% of $6 billion. Naked Short Selling and the Stock Borrow Program, @dtcc 
interview with Larry Thompson, March 24, 2005. Available at 
http://www.dtcc.com/Publications/dtcc/index.htm
24 See, for example, statements at http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/keyregshoissues.htm
25 “Currently, fails to deliver are running about 24,000 transactions daily”; “fails to deliver and receive 
amount to about $6 billion daily.” 

example, in the Final Rule a threshold security is described as one where “there are 
aggregate fails to deliver at a registered clearing agency of 10,000 shares or more per 
security; that the level of fails is equal to at least one-half of one percent of the issuer’s 
total shares outstanding;…” (emphasis added); and in the accompanying footnote, “For 
example, if an issuer had 1,000,000 shares outstanding, one-half of one percent (.005) 
would be 5,000 shares. An aggregate fail to deliver position at a clearing agency of 
10,000 shares or more would thus exceed the specified level of fails.”22

Compare that to the language used by DTCC’s Larry Thompson when he refers to 
“…about $1.1 billion of the ‘fails to receive,’ or about 20% of the total fail obligation.” 
These figures belie his revelation that “…fails to deliver and receive amount to about $6 
billion daily,…”23

One is left to wonder if the DTCC is taking literally the SEC’s instructions that “[a]t the 
conclusion of each settlement day, NSCC will provide the SROs with data on securities
that have aggregate fails to deliver at NSCC of 10,000 shares or more.” Does DTCC 
report both the level of fails and the number of fails to deliver? The SEC’s instructions to
the SROs are: “For the securities for which it is the primary market, each SRO will use 
this data to calculate whether the level of fails is equal to at least 0.5% of the issuer’s total 
shares outstanding of the security.” Taken as written, using DTCC’s distinction between 
fails to deliver and fails to receive, the SROs should be doubling the reported number of 
shares failed in order to arrive at the level of fails used to calculate the 0.5% threshold. 

If one needs additional examples of DTCC’s obfuscation, I offer the following: 
� In a June 2005 Letter to Euromoney, Larry Thompson says that “a small 

minority of delivery failures (0.25%) are filled by shares borrowed through the 
SBP” [Stock Borrow Program]. In an earlier interview he said that “about 20% 
of the total fail obligation” was solved through SBP. If believed, this would 
mean that 20% of the value of fails is found in 0.25% of the shares? Yet the 
DTCC and the SEC want us to believe that the problem exists primarily for 
small and mid-sized companies.24 Of course, no reasonable person could believe
all three things at the same time. 
� In the @dtcc interview, Thompson describes “fails to deliver” as a number of 

transactions and “fails to deliver and receive” as a dollar amount,25 thereby
making comparison and statistical analysis impossible. 

�DTCC presents the value of fails as a percentage of all transactions processed. 
But there are numbers presented in various annual reports which indicate that 
netting eliminates the need for settlement in over 90% of transactions
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26 For example, from the 1998 NSCC annual report, “Total value of transactions processed was $44.6 
trillion.” and  “Netting eliminated the need to settle $42.6 trillion in trading activity.” Therefore, only $2
trillion actually went to settlement. 
27 For example, from 1998 NSCC annual report: “And on a peak day, November 16, of $2.8 trillion
entering the system for netting and settlement, GSCC reduced the obligations of participants by 94 percent 
for all transactions and 89 percent of the dollars.” Similar numbers are not released for NSCC’s equity 
activity, which would clear up a lot of questions. 
28 According to Depository Trust & Clearing data obtained by Drummond from the SEC through Freedom
of Information Act requests. 
29 “…[A]pproximately 70% of equity trades currently [2006] submitted to NSCC are for 300 shares or
less.” DTCC Important Notice A# 6218, P&S# 5788, March 15, 2006. 

processed.26 Therefore, the fail rate could be significantly higher than they
claim.  Furthermore, there is a distinction between value and volume where 
trades are concerned. The difference can be as high as 5 percentage points 
between the two.27

� DTCC makes clear in their statistics that borrowed shares are included in fails
until the loan is paid back. A failure to receive is closed out with borrowed
shares but a failure to deliver is retained by the DTC (who has an open debit on 
their books awaiting the return of the loaned shares from NSCC). This 
distinction is made explicit by Thompson in the 2005 interview @dtcc: “The 
Stock Borrow program is able to resolve about $1.1 billion of the ‘fails to 
receive,’ or about 20% of the total fail obligation.” The Commission asks, 
“Would borrowing, rather than purchasing, securities to close out a position be 
more effective in reducing fails to deliver, or could borrowing result in 
prolonging fails to deliver?” (p. 17). Obviously, borrowing will not eliminate a 
failure to deliver.

So what is the reality? According to an article by Bob Drummond in Bloomberg Markets 
(September 2006) “On an average day in March, [those] unsettled trades amounted to 
more than 750 million shares in almost 2,700 stocks, exchange-traded funds and other 
securities….”28 Further, the article reports: “At the end of 2005, about 23,000 trades 
hadn't settled ….” If these numbers are right, then the average failed trade was for about
32,600 shares, compared to the 300 shares or less DTCC says comprise 70% of all 
transactions.29 This is my final and most recent example of the kind of information that 
DTCC is hiding by releasing vague and misleading statistics. 

VII. Call for Transparency @ SEC 
Unfortunately, obfuscation has not been limited to DTCC. Statements by the Commission
also raise questions. In footnote 2 (p. 11) of the file: “Between the effective date of
Regulation SHO and March 31, 2006, 99.2% of the fails that existed on Regulation 
SHO’s January 3, 2005 effective date have been closed out. This calculation is based on 
data, as reported by NSCC, that covers all stocks with aggregate fails to deliver of 10,000 
shares or more.” If only 0.8% of grandfathered fails are still open, then why does anyone 
think eliminating this small piece will make a difference? How big are these 0.8% of 
grandfathered fails that eliminating them will serve to achieve the intended objective of
these amendments (“to reduce the number of persistent fails to deliver attributable 
primarily to the grandfather provision …”)?
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In the request for comments, the Commission puts forth “the premise that a high level of 
fails to deliver for a particular stock might harm the market for that security.” And then 
asks, “In what ways do persistent grandfathered fails to deliver harm market quality for 
those securities, or otherwise have adverse consequences for investors?” Without the 
routine release of the number of fails per company, how can anyone support comments 
on this matter with data? The primary party with an interest in researching this is the 
company itself. At a minimum, the numbers (of transactions, shares and value) should be
released to the issuer for analysis. To require FOIA requests from every issuer is simply 
obstructionist. 

I am one who seeks greater transparency, including requiring “the amount or level of fails
to deliver in threshold securities to be publicly disclosed.” Information about settlement 
failures would put investors on notice that they need to follow up on the delivery of paid-
for shares from their brokers. Ideally, much as was intended by the Utah law passed this 
year, the disclosure should be made by each broker of the aggregate fails to deliver 
(trades, shares and value) for each security. Having the broker make the disclosure would 
further protect shareholders as they would be aware if there is a particular problem with 
their broker.  

Providing the investing public with access to information about settlement failures by 
individual brokerage firms and on individual stocks would not increase the potential for 
manipulative short squeezes. As I said earlier, a short squeeze would occur if investors
were driven to purchase the stock in the first place, not if they are driven to demand 
delivery of that for which they have already paid.  

VIII.  Clarifications and Corrections 
�A grammatical correction is required in the following text on page 49: 

(ii) The provisions of this paragraph (b)(3) shall not apply to the amount of the fail to 
deliver position in the threshold security that is attributed to short sales by a registered 
options market maker, if and to the extent that the short sales are effected by the 
registered options market maker to establish or maintain a hedge on an options
position that were [was] created before the security became a threshold security;  

�The definition of settlement found in footnote 2 is misleading. It represents settlement
as a one-sided process where the delivery of payment is divorced from the receipt of the 
securities that the investor has purchased. In fact, this is core to the problem in the 
capital markets today: investors are paying for securities, and then not getting delivery. 

�The file describes CNS in footnote 11 as a system which “nets the securities delivery 
and payment obligations of all of its [NSCC’s] members.” This should read “nets the 
securities delivery obligations for each of its members in each security and nets the 
payment obligations for each of its members.” To state this otherwise is a profoundly
misleading statement, one that leads to confusion among the commenters. Some have 
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taken this wording to mean that there is one net position in each security at the end of 
the day. 

� It is unfortunate that the Commission is using “short squeeze” in footnote 16 in the 
context of requiring brokers to deliver to investors that which they have purchased. The
phrase “illegal short squeeze” should be reserved for intentional acts of manipulation 
that drive investors to buy the stock in the first place, not actions taken AFTER the 
purchase in an attempt to gain delivery of bought and paid for shares. 

Closing 
In closing, I hope the Commission will let go of the romantic illusion that correctly 
marking trades is an alternative to a strong and proficient settlement system. Capital 
market efficiency can only be enjoyed after enduring the cost of repairing the formal
system.  

Thank you for your consideration of my comments. Please feel free to contact me at 310 
285 8153 if I may be of assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Trimbath, Ph.D. 
CEO and Chief Economist 

Exhibits: 
A. SIA Letter to NYSE 
B. NYSE Audit Report 
C. Proxy Problem Summary 
D. STA White Paper (excerpt) 
E. STA Newsletter (excerpt) 
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'� %HHMXMSREP 4VSW VI� XLI 4SWX �1EMPMRK 6IGSRGMPMEXMSR 4VSGIWW 

'PMIRXW EVI EPPS[IH XS ZSXI XLIMV IRXMVI TSWMXMSR ERH RS VIHYGXMSR XS ER] GPMIRX W 
TSWMXMSR XEOIW TPEGI YRPIWW XLIVI MW E TSXIRXMEP SZIV ZSXI WMXYEXMSR� 
8LIVI [MPP FI QMRMQYQ GPMIRX MQTEGX MR XLI TVS\] TVSGIWW� 
4SXIRXMEP SZIV ZSXI WMXYEXMSRW EVI VITSVXIH XS XLI FVSOIV�HIEPIV F] %(4 W 3ZIV 
6ITSVXMRK 4VIZIRXMSR 7IVZMGI ERH WLEVI VIHYGXMSRW EVI QEHI SRP] [LIR VIUYMVIH� 

(� 'SRW VI� XLI 4VI �1EMPMRK 6IGSRGMPMEXMSR 4VSGIWW 

7MRGI WLEVIW EVI VIHYGIH JVSQ GPMIRXW TSWMXMSRW FIJSVI XLI ZSXI MW GEWX ERH� WMRGI 
SR EZIVEKI SRP] ��	 SJ GPMIRXW YWYEPP] ZSXI� GPMIRXW [LSWI TSWMXMSRW LEZI FIIR 
VIHYGIH QE] RSX ZSXI XLIMV JYPP TSWMXMSR� 
8LMW TVSGIWW VIUYMVIW MRXIVREP TVSKVEQQMRK [SVO XS EGGSYRX JSV MQTEVXMEP PSXXIV] 
SV TVSVEXMSR� IXG� EPPSGEXMSR QIXLSHW� 
-J ER IRXMVI TSWMXMSR MW VIHYGIH �M�I�� HYI XS E JEMP XS VIGIMZI SV XLI WLEVIW FIMRK 
L]TSXLIGEXIH� E GPMIRX QE] FI I\GPYHIH JVSQ VIGIMZMRK E TVS\] QEMPMRK XLEX 
MRGPYHIW MRJSVQEXMSR EFSYX XLIMV MRZIWXQIRXW� 

)� 'SRW VI� XLI 4SWX �1EMPMRK 6IGSRGMPMEXMSR 4VSGIWW 

8LI RYQFIV SJ ZSXIW GEWX QE] RSX FI GSRWMWXIRX [MXL [LEX XLI GPMIRX LEW VIGIMZIH 
SR XLI TVS\] GEVH� 
8MQMRK SJ ZSXIW ERH GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ QIIXMRKW QE] TVSZMHI XLI TVS\] HITEVXQIRX 
[MXL E ZIV] WLSVX [MRHS[ SJ XMQI XS VIGSRGMPI ER SZIV ZSXI WMXYEXMSR� 
-J E TVSTSVXMSREP ERH IUYMXEFPI TVSVEXMSR MW TIVJSVQIH� E PEVKI RYQFIV SJ GPMIRX 
TSWMXMSRW QE] FI VIHYGIH� 

� 
6IGSVH 6IXIRXMSR 

8LI 2=7) VIGSVH VIXIRXMSR VYPIW MR XLMW EVIE� [IVI EHSTXIH [LIR FVSOIV�HIEPIVW 
TIVJSVQIH XLI IRXMVI TVS\] TVSGIWW XLIQWIPZIW� MRGPYHMRK VIGIMZMRK ERH QEMPMRK TVS\MIW� 
XEFYPEXMRK ZSXIW� MWWYMRK E RSQMRII W JMREP ZSXI SR ER SQRMFYW TVS\]� ERH FMPPMRK JSV XLI 

� 
7II %TTIRHM\ (� 

�




QEMPMRK� *MVQW QEMRXEMRIH HIXEMPIH VIGSVHW SR XLI WSPMGMXEXMSR� MWWYIV VIUYMVIQIRXW� 
VIGIMZMRK ERH QEMPMRK TVS\MIW� 2=7) STMRMSRW SR XLI REXYVI SJ XLI TVSTSWEPW� WMKRIH 
TVS\] GEVHW� XEFYPEXMRK XETIW� QEWXIV FEPPSXW� ERH MRZSMGIW �WYTTSVXIH F] XLI I\TIRWIW 
MRGYVVIH� 

3ZIV XLI TEWX WIZIVEP ]IEVW� ER MRGVIEWMRK RYQFIV SJ FVSOIV�HIEPIVW LEZI 
SYXWSYVGIH XLI TVS\] TVSGIWW XS %(4 -RZIWXSV 'SQQYRMGEXMSRW� %X XLMW XMQI� [I FIPMIZI 
E QENSVMX] SJ JMVQW EVI HSMRK WS� &] GSRXVEGXMRK [MXL %(4 JSV WYGL WIVZMGIW� FVSOIV� 
HIEPIVW LEZI EGGIWW XS %(4 W 4VS\]4PYW W]WXIQ ERH GER QSRMXSV %(4 W TVSGIWWMRK SJ MXW 
TVS\MIW� -R EHHMXMSR� %(4 MW VIUYMVIH F] GSRXVEGX [MXL XLI JMVQ XS QEMRXEMR XLI ETTPMGEFPI 
VIGSVHW YT XS ERH MR WSQI GEWIW I\GIIHMRK WIZIR ]IEVW �2=7) 6YPI ������ VIUYMVIW XLVII 
]IEVW� MRGPYHMRK � MR SYV ZMI[ � WEQTPIW SJ XLI TVS\] QEXIVMEP QEMPIH XS XLI FIRIJMGMEP 
GPMIRXW� ;I FIPMIZI XLEX %(4 QEMRXEMRW EHIUYEXI VIGSVHW XS WYTTSVX XLIMV TVSGIWW� 
(IPSMXXI 
 8SYGLI TIVJSVQW MRHITIRHIRX ERRYEP EYHMXW XS ZIVMJ] XLMW MW XLI GEWI� ERH 
TVIWIRXW GIVXMJMGEXMSRW XS IEGL FVSOIV�HIEPIV XLEX EVI QEMRXEMRIH F] XLI JMVQW EW E VIGSVH 
SJ GSQTPMERGI� 

8LI 'SQQMXXII FIPMIZIW XLEX XLI VIGSVH VIXIRXMSR VIUYMVIQIRXW JSV XLI FVSOIV� 

VYPIW� XLI LSYWMRK SJ E FVSOIV�HIEPIV�W TVS\] TVSGIWWMRK ERH ZSXMRK VIGSVHW EX %(4 
EHLIVIW XS XLI VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EGGIWWMFMPMX] [MXLMR E VIEWSREFPI XMQIJVEQI JSV VIXVMIZEP� 

-R GSRGPYWMSR� XLI 'SQQMXXII [MWLIW XS I\TVIWW MXW ETTVIGMEXMSR JSV ]SYV XMQI ERH 
MRXIVIWX MR XLMW MQTSVXERX TVSNIGX� 3YV YRHIVWXERHMRK MW XLEX [I LEZI FIIR EFPI XS VIEGL 
EKVIIQIRX [MXL XLI 2=7) SR XLI YWI SJ IMXLIV TVI SV TSWX VIGSRGMPMEXMSRW EW E XSSP JSV 
VIGSRGMPMRK TVS\] ZSXMRK� EW [IPP EW SR XLI EHHMXMSREP HMWGPSWYVI PERKYEKI JSV TVS\] 
QEMPMRKW� ;I [IPGSQI XLI STTSVXYRMX] XS QIIX [MXL ]SY MR XLI RIEV JYXYVI XS HMWGYWW XLI 
GSRXIRXW SJ XLMW PIXXIV ERH XS FVMRK GPSWYVI XS ER] STIR MWWYIW� 3YV YPXMQEXI KSEP MW XS 
TVSHYGI ER MRHYWXV] [MHI 7-% HSGYQIRX SR 4VS\] &IWX 4VEGXMGIW XLEX MW WYTTSVXIH F] XLI 
2=7) ERH JEGMPMXEXIW XLI TVS\] TVSGIWW JSV XLI FIRIJMX SJ MRZIWXSVW ERH EPP MRHYWXV] 
TEVXMGMTERXW� 

=SYVW XVYP]� 

(SREPH (� /MXXIPP 
)\IGYXMZI :MGI 4VIWMHIRX 

HIEPIV WLSYPH VIJPIGX XLI [SVO TIVJSVQIH F] XLI TVS\] HITEVXQIRX MR XSHE] W 
IRZMSVRQIRX� M�I� GPMIRX TVS\] WYTTSVX� QSRMXSVMRK SJ %(4 W TVS\] JYRGXMSR� ERH XLI 
MRXIVREXMSREP TVS\MIW� -X MW XLI 'SQQMXXII W YRHIVWXERHMRK XLEX� MR EGGSVHERGI [MXL 2=7) 
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4SWX�1EMPMRK 6IGSRGMPMEXMSR


�%PP QIIXMRKW� VSYXMRI ERH RSR�VSYXMRI


(8' %(4 &VSOIV�(IEPIV 
-WWYIV TVSZMHIW VIGSVH HEXI XS %(4 

�� 

%(4 GVIEXIW VIGSVH HEXI JMPI

��


&�( %GGSYRXW PSRK SR VIGSVH HEXI 
�� 

%(4 PSEHW W]WXIQ [MXL XEFYPEXMSR JMPIW 
�� 

(8' VIGSVH HEXI TSWMXMSR 
�� 

1%-0-2+ 
�� 

:38)7 6)')-:)( 
�� 

:SXMRK VIXYVRW I\GIIH (8'� 
2SXMJMGEXMSR XS &�( 

�� 

)\EQMRI WXSGO VIGSVH 
�� 

'EWL GPMIRXW ERH JYPP]�TEMH QEVKMR 
GPMIRXW 

VIGIMZI QE\MQYQ ZSXI 
��� 

%HNYWX QEVKMR GPMIRXW �[MXL

SYXWXERHMRK


QEVKMR FEPERGIW TVSTSVXMSREXIP]

XS XSXEP MRZIRXSV] VIQEMRMRK


���


7YFQMX JMREP ZSXMRK XS %(4 
��� 

7YFQMXW QERYEP &�( ZSXI XS MWWYIV 
VIZSOMRK EPP TVMSV ZSXMRK 

��� 
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�� -WWYIV GSRXEGXW %(4 VIUYIWXMRK QEXIVMEP UYERXMXMIW� 7IEVGL VIUYIWX GSRXEMRW SXLIV 
MRJSVQEXMSR� MRGPYHMRK VIGSVH HEXI 

�� %(4 XVERWQMXW JMPI XS &�( ERH (8' GSRXEMRMRK '97-4W SJ MRXIVIWX JSV GYVVIRX VIGSVH HEXI 

��	 (8' XVERWQMXW TEVXMGMTERX PMWXMRKW [MXL VIGSVH HEXI WIGYVMXMIW TSWMXMSRW JSV [LMGL (8' LEW 
VIGIMZIH EYXLSVM^EXMSR JVSQ MXW TEVXMGMTERXW �&�( WMKRW PIXXIV SJ EYXLSVM^EXMSR JSV (8' XS 
VIPIEWI XLMW MRJSVQEXMSR XS %(4 EW E TEVX SJ 3ZIVZSXI 7IVZMGI IRVSPPQIRX TVSGIWW 

��	 &�( W]WXIQW EHNYWX WXSGO VIGSVH XS IPMQMREXI RSR�ZSXIEFPI WLEVIW� WYGL EW (IPMZIV] 
ZIVWYW 4E]QIRX EGGSYRXW� WLEVIW LIPH MR GYWXSQIV REQI� MRXIVGSQTER] SJJWIX EGGSYRXW� 
XVMTEVX] EGGSYRXW ERH TVSTVMIXEV] PSRK ERH WLSVX TSWMXMSRW� 1EVKMR EGGSYRXW VIGIMZI JYPP 
ZSXMRK SR PSRK WLEVIW� 6ITSVXIH WLEVIW QE] I\GIIH (8' ERH VIKMWXIVIH MRZIRXSV] 

��	 %(4 PSEHW FSXL JMPIW XS XEFYPEXMSR W]WXIQ� 

�� %(4 QEMPW TVS\] QEXIVMEPW XS GPMIRXW� 1EVKMR EGGSYRX :SXMRK -RWXVYGXMSR *SVQ VIJPIGXW JYPP 
PSRK TSWMXMSR� 

�� 'PMIRXW VIXYVR ZSXMRK MRWXVYGXMSRW XS %(4 ZME LEVH GST]� XIPITLSRI� MRXIVRIX� SV 4VS\] 
)HKI �%(4 -RWXMXYXMSREP :SXMRK 7]WXIQ 

�� -J ZSXMRK VIXYVRW I\GIIH (8' TSWMXMSR� &�( MW RSXMJMIH ZME I�QEMP� 4SWX)HKI �%(4 ;IF 
4SVXEP SV LEVH GST] VITSVX 

��	
&�( I\EQMRIW WXSGO VIGSVH� XS MHIRXMJ] EHHMXMSREP ZSXIEFPI WLEVIW �M�I� VIKMWXIVIH 
TSWMXMSRW� MJ ER]� ERH XS WIKVIKEXI GEWL GPMIRXW� JYPP] TEMH QEVKMR GPMIRXW� ERH RSR�JYPP] 
TEMH QEVKMR GPMIRXW 

���	 :SXI XEFYPEXMSR MW EHNYWXIH QERYEPP] WS XLEX GEWL ERH JYPP] TEMH QEVKMR GPMIRXW VIGIMZI 
QE\MQYQ ZSXMRK 

���	
%JXIV WEXMWJ]MRK GEWL ERH JYPP] TEMH QEVKMR GPMIRXW ZSXMRK MRWXVYGXMSRW� RSR�JYPP] TEMH

QEVKMR GPMIRX ZSXMRK MRWXVYGXMSRW EVI XEFYPEXIH� 8LIWI MRWXVYGXMSRW EVI TVSVEXIH XS

MRZIRXSV] EZEMPEFPI EJXIV WXIT ���


���	 8LI ZSXMRK VIWYPXW MR WXITW ��� ERH ��� EFSZI EVI GSQFMRIH ERH XVERWQMXXIH XS %(4 

���	 %(4 WYFQMXW QERYEP ZSXMRK VIWYPX GEPGYPEXIH MR ��� EFSZI XS MWWYIV 

&�( YWIW ZEVMSYW VIGSRGMPMEXMSR QIXLSHW XS IRWYVI XLI EGGYVEG] SJ %(4�W TVSGIWW 
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�%PP QIIXMRKW� VSYXMRI ERH RSR�VSYXMRI


(8'	 %(4 &VSOIV�(IEPIV 
-WWYIV TVSZMHIW VIGSVH HEXI XS %(4 

�� 

(8' VIGSVH HEXI TSWMXMSR 

�� 

%(4 GVIEXIW VIGSVH HEXI JMPI 
�� 

&�( %GGSYRXW PSRK SR VIGSVH HEXI� 
EHNYWXMRK ZSXMRK IRXMXPIQIRXW XS 

EZEMPEFPI MRZIRXSV] 
�� 

%(4 PSEHW W]WXIQ [MXL XEFYPEXMSR JMPIW 
�� 
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�� 

:38)7 6)')-:)( 
�� 

7YFQMXW &�( ZSXI XS MWWYIV 
�� 

238)7� 
�� 

-WWYIV GSRXEGXW %(4 VIUYIWXMRK QEXIVMEP UYERXMXMIW� 7IEVGL VIUYIWX GSRXEMRW SXLIV MRJSVQEXMSR� 
MRGPYHMRK VIGSVH HEXI 

�� %(4 XVERWQMXW JMPI XS &�( ERH (8' GSRXEMRMRK '97-4W SJ MRXIVIWX JSV GYVVIRX VIGSVH HEXI 
(8' XVERWQMXW TEVXMGMTERX PMWXMRKW [MXL VIGSVH HEXI WIGYVMXMIW TSWMXMSRW JSV [LMGL (8' LEW VIGIMZIH 

�� 
EYXLSVM^EXMSR JVSQ MXW TEVXMGMTERXW �&�( WMKRW PIXXIV SJ EYXLSVM^EXMSR JSV (8' XS VIPIEWI XLMW MRJSVQEXMSR XS 
%(4 EW E TEVX SJ 3ZIVZSXI 7IVZMGI IRVSPPQIRX TVSGIWW 
&�( W]WXIQW EHNYWX WXSGO VIGSVH XS IPMQMREXI RSR�ZSXIEFPI WLEVIW� WYGL EW (IPMZIV] ZIVWYW 4E]QIRX 

�� 
EGGSYRXW� WLEVIW LIPH MR GYWXSQIV REQI� MRXIVGSQTER] SJJWIX EGGSYRXW� XVMTEVX] EGGSYRXW ERH 
TVSTVMIXEV] PSRK ERH WLSVX TSWMXMSRW� 1EVKMR EGGSYRXW EVI EHNYWXIH W]WXIQEXMGEPP] YWMRK E PSXXIV] SV 
TVSVEXMSR WGLIQI EW RIGIWWEV] XS IRWYVI XSXEP VITSVXIH WLEVIW HS RSX I\GIIH (8' ERH VIKMWXIVIH 
MRZIRXSV]� 

�� %(4 PSEHW FSXL JMPIW XS XEFYPEXMSR W]WXIQ� 

��	
%(4 QEMPW TVS\] QEXIVMEPW XS GPMIRXW� 1EVKMR EGGSYRX :SXMRK -RWXVYGXMSR *SVQ VIJPIGXW EHNYWXIH PSRK 
TSWMXMSR� 
'PMIRXW VIXYVR ZSXMRK MRWXVYGXMSRW XS %(4 ZME LEVH GST]� XIPITLSRI� MRXIVRIX� SV 4VS\] )HKI �%(4 

�� 
-RWXMXYXMSREP :SXMRK 7]WXIQ 
2SXI� %PXLSYKL &�( MW E TEVXMGMTERX MR XLI 3ZIVZSXI 7IVZMGI� ER SZIVZSXI WLSYPH FI YRPMOIP] HYI XS TVI� 
VIGSRGMPMEXMSR MR WXIT ��� -J ER SZIVZSXI WLSYPH SGGYV� XLI TVSGIWW [SYPH GSRXMRYI EW MR WXIT �� SJ XLI 
4SWX�1EMPMRK 6IGSRGMPMEXMSR QSHIP 

�� :SXMRK VIWYPXW EVI GSRZI]IH XS MWWYIV 

&�( YWIW ZEVMSYW VIGSRGMPMEXMSR QIXLSHW XS IRWYVI XLI EGGYVEG] SJ %(4�W TVSGIWW 

�




%TTIRHM\ '� )\EQTPI SJ XLI 0SXXIV] 4VSGIWW JSV (MZMHIRH 4E]QIRXW MR 0MIY� 

����������J���4E]QIRXW MR PMIY SJ HMZMHIRHW SXLIV XLER I\IQTX�MRXIVIWX HMZMHIRHW���- 
6IUYMVIQIRXW ERH QIXLSHW� % FVSOIV XLEX VIGIMZIW WYFWXMXYXI TE]QIRXW MR PMIY SJ HMZMHIRHW 
SXLIV XLER I\IQTX�MRXIVIWX HMZMHIRHW SR FILEPJ SJ E GYWXSQIV ERH MW VIUYMVIH XS JYVRMWL E 
WXEXIQIRX YRHIV TEVEKVETL �E SJ XLMW WIGXMSR QYWX QEOI E HIXIVQMREXMSR SJ XLI MHIRXMX] SJ XLI 
GYWXSQIV [LSWI WXSGO [EW XVERWJIVVIH ERH SR [LSWI FILEPJ WYGL FVSOIV VIGIMZIW WYFWXMXYXI 
TE]QIRXW� 7YGL HIXIVQMREXMSR QYWX FI QEHI EW SJ XLI VIGSVH HEXI [MXL VIWTIGX XS XLI HMZMHIRH 
HMWXVMFYXMSR� ERH QYWX FI QEHI MR E GSRWMWXIRX QERRIV F] XLI FVSOIV MR EGGSVHERGI [MXL ER] SJ 
XLI JSPPS[MRK QIXLSHW� 

�% 7TIGMJMG MHIRXMJMGEXMSR SJ XLI VIGSVH S[RIV SJ XLI XVERWJIVVIH WXSGO� 
�& 8LI QIXLSH SJ EPPSGEXMSR ERH WIPIGXMSR WTIGMJMIH MR TEVEKVETL �J���MM SJ XLMW 

WIGXMSR� SV 
�' %R] SXLIV QIXLSH� [MXL XLI TVMSV ETTVSZEP SJ XLI 'SQQMWWMSRIV� 

% FVSOIV QYWX OIIT EHIUYEXI VIGSVHW SJ XLI HIXIVQMREXMSR WS QEHI� 

�MM 1IXLSH SJ EPPSGEXMSR ERH WIPIGXMSR���% %PPSGEXMSR XS MRHMZMHYEP ERH RSRMRHMZMHYEP 
TSSPW� ;MXL VIWTIGX XS IEGL WYFWXMXYXI TE]QIRX MR PMIY SJ E HMZMHIRH VIGIMZIH F] E FVSOIV� XLI 
FVSOIV QYWX EPPSGEXI XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW �M�I�� XLI WLEVIW KMZMRK VMWI XS XLI WYFWXMXYXI 
TE]QIRX EQSRK EPP WLEVIW SJ WXSGO SJ XLI WEQI GPEWW ERH MWWYI EW XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW 
[LMGL [IVI �� FSVVS[IH F] XLI FVSOIV� ERH �� [LMGL XLI FVSOIV LSPHW �SV LEW XVERWJIVVIH MR E 
XVERWEGXMSR HIWGVMFIH MR TEVEKVETL �E�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR ERH MW EYXLSVM^IH F] MXW GYWXSQIVW XS 
XVERWJIV �MRGPYHMRK WLEVIW SJ WXSGO SJ XLI WEQI GPEWW ERH MWWYI LIPH JSV XLI FVSOIV�W S[R 
EGGSYRX ��PSEREFPI WLEVIW�� 8LI FVSOIV QE] JMVWX EPPSGEXI XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW XS ER] 
FSVVS[IH WLEVIW� 8LIR XS XLI I\XIRX XLEX XLI RYQFIV SJ XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW I\GIIHW XLI RYQFIV 
SJ FSVVS[IH WLEVIW �SV MJ XLI FVSOIV HSIW RSX EPPSGEXI XS XLI FSVVS[IH WLEVIW JMVWX� XLI FVSOIV 
QYWX EPPSGEXI XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW FIX[IIR X[S TSSPW� SRI GSRWMWXMRK SJ XLI PSEREFPI WLEVIW 
SJ EPP MRHMZMHYEP GYWXSQIVW �XLI �MRHMZMHYEP TSSP� ERH XLI SXLIV GSRWMWXMRK SJ XLI PSEREFPI WLEVIW 
SJ EPP RSRMRHMZMHYEP GYWXSQIVW �XLI �RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP�� 8LI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW QYWX FI 
EPPSGEXIH XS XLI MRHMZMHYEP TSSP MR XLI WEQI TVSTSVXMSR XLEX XLI RYQFIV SJ PSEREFPI WLEVIW LIPH 
F] MRHMZMHYEP GYWXSQIVW FIEVW XS XLI XSXEP RYQFIV SJ PSEREFPI WLEVIW EZEMPEFPI XS XLI FVSOIV� 
7MQMPEVP]� XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW QYWX FI EPPSGEXIH XS XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP MR XLI WEQI 
TVSTSVXMSR XLEX XLI RYQFIV SJ PSEREFPI WLEVIW LIPH F] RSRMRHMZMHYEP GYWXSQIVW FIEVW XS XLI XSXEP 
RYQFIV SJ PSEREFPI WLEVIW EZEMPEFPI XS XLI FVSOIV� 

�& 7IPIGXMSR SJ HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP� 8LI FVSOIV 
QYWX WIPIGX [LMGL WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP EVI HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH JSV YWI MR E WLSVX 
WEPI �XLI �HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW�� 7IPIGXMSR SJ HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW QE] FI QEHI 
IMXLIV F] TYVIP] VERHSQ PSXXIV] SV SR E JMVWX�MR�JMVWX�SYX ��*-*3� FEWMW� 

�' 7IPIGXMSR SJ HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI MRHMZMHYEP TSSP� 8LI FVSOIV 
QYWX WIPIGX [LMGL WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI MRHMZMHYEP TSSP EVI HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW �MR XLI 
QERRIV HIWGVMFIH MR XLI TVIGIHMRK TEVEKVETL SRP] [MXL VIWTIGX XS WYFWXMXYXI TE]QIRXW EW XS 
[LMGL E WXEXIQIRX MW VIUYMVIH XS FI JYVRMWLIH YRHIV TEVEKVETL �E���MM SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� 
�� )\EQTPIW� 8LI JSPPS[MRK I\EQTPIW MPPYWXVEXI XLI MHIRXMJMGEXMSR SJ GYWXSQIV VYPIW SJ 

TEVEKVETL �J��� 
)\EQTPI ��� %� E FVSOIV� LSPHW < GSVTSVEXMSR GSQQSR WXSGO �SJ [LMGL XLIVI MW SRP] E 

WMRKPI GPEWW MR WXVIIX REQI JSV JMZI GYWXSQIVW� '� E GSVTSVEXMSR� (� E TEVXRIVWLMT� )� E 
GSVTSVEXMSR� *� ER MRHMZMHYEP� ERH +� E GSVTSVEXMSR� ' S[RW ��� WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO� ( S[RW �� 
WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO� ) S[RW ��� WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO� * S[RW �� WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO� ERH + S[RW ��� 
WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO� % MW EYXLSVM^IH XS PSER EPP SJ XLI < WXSGO SJ '� (� )� ERH *� +� LS[IZIV� LEW 
RSX EYXLSVM^IH % XS PSER MXW < WXSGOW� % XVERWJIVW ��� WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO XS , JSV YWI MR E WLSVX 
WEPI SR .YP] �� ����� % HMZMHIRH SJ �� TIV WLEVI MW HIGPEVIH [MXL VIWTIGX XS < WXSGO SR %YKYWX �� 
����� TE]EFPI XS XLI S[RIVW SJ VIGSVH EW SJ %YKYWX ��� ���� �XLI �VIGSVH� HEXI� % VIGIMZIW �� 
TIV XVERWJIVVIH WLEVI EW E TE]QIRX MR PMIY SJ E HMZMHIRH [MXL VIWTIGX XS < WXSGO SV E XSXEP SJ ���� 
SR 7ITXIQFIV ��� ����� , GPSWIW XLI WLSVX WEPI ERH VIXYVRW < WXSGO XS % SR .ERYEV] �� ����� 
%�W VIGSVHW WTIGMJMGEPP] MHIRXMJ] XLI S[RIV SJ IEGL PSEREFPI WLEVI SJ WXSGO LIPH MR WXVIIX REQI� 

��




*VSQ %�W VIGSVHW MX MW HIXIVQMRIH XLEX XLI WLEVIW XVERWJIVVIH XS , GSRWMWXIH SJ ��� WLEVIW 
S[RIH F] '� �� WLEVIW S[RIH F] (� ERH �� WLEVIW S[RIH F] *� 8LI WYFWXMXYXI TE]QIRX MR PMIY 
SJ HMZMHIRHW [MXL VIWTIGX XS < WXSGO MW XLIVIJSVI EXXVMFYXIH XS '� ( ERH * FEWIH SR XLI EGXYEP 
RYQFIV SJ XLIMV WLEVIW XLEX [IVI XVERWJIVVIH XS ,� %GGSVHMRKP]� ' VIGIMZIW ���� ���� WLEVIW \ 
�� TIV WLEVI� ERH ( ERH * IEGL VIGIMZI ��� ��� WLEVIW IEGL \ �� TIV WLEVI� % QYWX JYVRMWL 
WXEXIQIRXW MHIRXMJ]MRK XLI TE]QIRXW EW FIMRK MR PMIY SJ HMZMHIRHW XS FSXL ' ERH (� YRPIWW XLI] 
EVI I\IQTX VIGMTMIRXW EW HIJMRIH MR TEVEKVETL �F�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR SV I\IQTX JSVIMKR TIVWSRW 
EW HIJMRIH MR TEVEKVETL �F�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� %WWYQMRK XLEX % LEW RS VIEWSR XS ORS[ SR XLI 
VIGSVH HEXI SJ XLI TE]QIRX XLEX XLI HMZMHIRH TEMH F] < MW SJ E X]TI HIWGVMFIH MR TEVEKVETL 
�E���MM�%��( SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� % RIIH RSX JYVRMWL * [MXL E WXEXIQIRX YRHIV WIGXMSR �����H 
FIGEYWI * MW ER MRHMZMHYEP� �,S[IZIV� % QE] FI VIUYMVIH XS JYVRMWL * [MXL E WXEXIQIRX MR 
EGGSVHERGI [MXL WIGXMSR ���� ERH XLI VIKYPEXMSRW XLIVIYRHIV� 7II TEVEKVETL �L SJ XLMW 
WIGXMSR� &] VIGSVHMRK XLI S[RIVWLMT SJ IEGL WLEVI XVERWJIVVIH XS ,� % LEW GSQTPMIH [MXL XLI 
MHIRXMJMGEXMSR VIUYMVIQIRX SJ TEVEKVETL �J�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� 

)\EQTPI ��� %WWYQI XLI WEQI JEGXW EW MR I\EQTPI ��� I\GITX XLEX %�W VIGSVHW HS RSX 
WTIGMJMGEPP] MHIRXMJ] XLI VIGSVH S[RIV SJ IEGL WLEVI SJ WXSGO� 6EXLIV� EPP WLEVIW SJ < WXSGO LIPH MR 
WXVIIX REQI EVI TSSPIH XSKIXLIV� ;LIR % VIGIMZIW XLI �� TIV WLEVI TE]QIRX MR PMIY SJ E 
HMZMHIRH� % HIXIVQMRIW XLI MHIRXMX] SJ XLI GYWXSQIVW XS [LMGL XLI TE]QIRX VIPEXIW F] XLI QIXLSH 
SJ EPPSGEXMSR ERH WIPIGXMSR TVIWGVMFIH MR TEVEKVETL �J���MM SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� *MVWX� XLI XVERWJIVVIH 
WLEVIW EVI EPPSGEXIH TVSTSVXMSREXIP] FIX[IIR XLI MRHMZMHYEP TSSP ERH XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP� 
3RI�WM\XL SJ XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW SV �� WLEVIW EVI EPPSGEXIH XS XLI MRHMZMHYEP TSSP ��� PSEREFPI 
WLEVIW S[RIH F] MRHMZMHYEPW���� XSXEP PSEREFPI WLEVIW ! ���� ��� \ ��� XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW ! �� 
WLEVIW� %WWYQMRK % LEW RS VIEWSR XS ORS[ F] XLI VIGSVH HEXI SJ XLI TE]QIRX XLEX XLI TE]QIRX 
MW MR PMIY SJ E HMZMHIRH SJ E X]TI HIWGVMFIH MR TEVEKVETL �E���MM�%��( SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� RS 
WIPIGXMSR SJ HIIQIH XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI MRHMZMHYEP GYWXSQIV TSSP MW VIUYMVIH� 
�,S[IZIV� % QE] FI VIUYMVIH XS JYVRMWL * [MXL E WXEXIQIRX YRHIV WIGXMSR ���� ERH XLI 
VIKYPEXMSRW XLIVIYRHIV� 7II TEVEKVETL �L SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� *MZI�WM\XLW SJ XLI XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW 
SV ��� WLEVIW EVI EPPSGEXIH XS XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP ���� PSEREFPI WLEVIW S[RIH F] 
RSRMRHMZMHYEPW���� XSXEP PSEREFPI WLEVIW ! ���� ��� \ ��� XVERWJIVVIH WLEVIW ! ��� WLEVIW� % 
QYWX WIPIGX [LMGL ��� WLEVIW [MXLMR XLI RSRMRHMZMHYEP TSSP EVI HIIQIH XS LEZI FIIR 
XVERWJIVVIH� 9WMRK E TYVIP] VERHSQ PSXXIV]� % WIPIGXW ��� WLEVIW MHIRXMJMIH EW FIMRK S[RIH F] '� 
ERH �� WLEVIW MHIRXMJMIH EW FIMRK S[RIH F] (� %GGSVHMRKP]� % MW HIIQIH XS LEZI XVERWJIVVIH 
��� WLEVIW ERH �� WLEVIW S[RIH F] ' ERH ( VIWTIGXMZIP]� ERH VIGIMZIH WYFWXMXYXI TE]QIRXW MR 
PMIY SJ HMZMHIRHW SJ ���� ���� WLEVIW \ �� TIV WLEVI ERH ��� ��� WLEVIW \ �� TIV WLEVI SR 
FILEPJ SJ ' ERH ( VIWTIGXMZIP]� % QYWX JYVRMWL WXEXIQIRXW XS FSXL ' ERH ( MHIRXMJ]MRK WYGL 
TE]QIRXW EW FIMRK MR PMIY SJ HMZMHIRHW YRPIWW XLI] EVI I\IQTX VIGMTMIRXW EW HIJMRIH MR 
TEVEKVETL �F�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR SV I\IQTX JSVIMKR TIVWSRW EW HIJMRIH MR TEVEKVETL �F�� SJ XLMW 
WIGXMSR� % LEW GSQTPMIH [MXL XLI MHIRXMJMGEXMSR VIUYMVIQIRX SJ TEVEKVETL �J�� SJ XLMW WIGXMSR� 

�7SYVGI� -67 PIXXIV VYPMRK RYQFIV ������� HEXIH ������� 
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4VS\] 4VSVEXMSR )\EQTPI� 

0SRK 7LSVX :SXI =IW :SXI 2S 

(8' ������


'YWX % ����� �����


'YWX & ����� �����


'YWX ' ����� �����


'YWX ( ����� �����


'YWX ) ����� �����


'YWX * �����


'YWXSQIVW 0SRK ������ WLEVIW 

(8' FS\ ������ WLEVIW 

8SXEP =IW :SXIW ������ 

8SXEP 2S :SXIW ����� 

;I RIIH XS VIHYGI SYV XSXEP ZSXIW F] ���� � 8LEX MW ����� TIV GIRX SJ SYV SZIVEPP XSXEP ZSXIW � 

;I [SYPH VIHYGI XLI =IW ZSXIW F] ����� 	 � �����  

;I [SYPH VIHYGI XLI 2S ZSXIW F] ����� 	 � ���  

�%WWYQIW EPP GPMIRXW LEZI QEVKMR EGGXW �RS GEWL EGGXW [MXL SYXWXERHMRK FEPERGIW� 

WS EPP EGGSYRXW EVI WYFNIGX XS TVSVEXMSR� 
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����� ����� ����� ����� 

%TTIRHM\ '� 

-QTEVXMEP 0SXXIV] )\EQTPI� 
2I[ GPMIRX TSWMXMSRW EJXIV VYRRMRK JSYV WITEVEXI PSXXIVMIW 

:SXIEFPI :SXIEFPI :SXIEFPI :SXIEFPI :SXIEFPI 

0SRK 7LSVX 7LEVIW 7LEVIW 7LEVIW 7LEVIW 7LEVIW 

4VI PSXXIV] 4SWX 0SXXIV] � 4SWX 0SXXIV] � 4SWX 0SXXIV] � 4SWX 0SXXIV] � 

(8' ������ 

'YWX % ����� ����� � � ����� ����� 

'YWX & ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� 

'YWX ' ����� ����� 

'YWX ( ����� ����� 

'YWX ) ����� ����� 

'YWX * ����� � � � � � 
8SXEP 
:SXIW ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ 

'YWXSQIVW 0SRK ������ WLEVIW 

(8' FS\ ������ WLEVIW 

;I RIIH XS VIHYGI SYV XSXEP ZSXIW F] ���� 

7LEHMRK WLS[W EQSYRX SJ RI[ ZSXIEFPI WLEVI TSWMXMSRW 
�%WWYQIW GPMIRXW %� ( ERH ) LEZI QEVKMR EGGSYRXW �RS GEWL EGGXW [MXL SYXWXERHMRK FEPERGIW 
ERH GPMIRXW &�' ERH * HS RSX TEVXMGMTEXI MR XLI PSXXIV] FIGEYWI XLI] EVI WLSVX SV JYPP] TEMH [MXL 
RS QEVKMR FEPERGIW 

��




%TTIRHM\ (� 7YQQEV] SJ XLI GYVVIRX 2=7) VYPIW KSZIVRMRK VIGSVHW ERH VIGSVH

VIXIRXMSR


4VS\] 6IGSVHW 
2=7) ������ 6IGSVHW GSZIVMRK XLI WSPMGMXEXMSR SJ TVS\MIW WLS[ XLI JSPPS[MRK� 

�� 8LI HEXI SJ VIGIMTX SJ XLI QEXIVMEP JVSQ XLI MWWYIV SV TIVWSR WSPMGMXMRK XLI TVS\MIW 
�� 2EQIW SJ GYWXSQIVW XS [LSQ XLI QEXIVMEP MW WIRX XSKIXLIV [MXL HEXI SJ QEMPMRK 
�� %PP ZSXMRK MRWXVYGXMSRW WLS[MRK [LIXLIV XLI] EVI ZIVFEP SV [VMXXIR 
�� % WYQQEV] SJ EPP TVS\MIW ZSXIH F] XLI QIQFIV SVKERM^EXMSR GPIEVP] WIXXMRK JSVXL XSXEP WLEVIW 
ZSXIH JSV� EKEMRWX SV RSX ZSXIH JSV IEGL TVSTSWEP XS FI EGXIH YTSR EX XLI QIIXMRK 

6IXIRXMSR SJ 6IGSVHW 
2=7) 6YPI ������ � %PP TVS\] WSPMGMXEXMSR VIGSVHW� SVMKMREP SJ EPP GSQQYRMGEXMSRW VIGIMZIH ERH GSTMIW SJ 
EPP GSQQYRMGEXMSRW WIRX VIPEXMRK XS WYGL WSPMGMXEXMSR� WLEPP FI VIXEMRIH JSV E TIVMSH SJ RSX PIWW XLER XLVII 
]IEVW� XLI JMVWX X[S ]IEVW MR ER IEWMP] EGGIWWMFPI TPEGI� 

��
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CAD SUMMARY OF WS1=SPECIAL PROXY -NATIONS 

The NYSE provided a draft of the 3pecial examinations, to me, Jbhn Penchery 
SIA and Don Kittell SIA that ware conducted of eight (8) member organizatians. 
The NYSE canductsd these examillations to deternine the adequacy of member 
~rganhtionswritten supetvlsotyproceduresand monitoring Worts w b  respect 
to proxy voting. 

The member organizations' books and w r d s  were reviewed to determine the 
accuracy of proxy voting relatingto annual Sharehalden' meedngs of the 
companies selected for review. The actual member arg8nbtlon names were 
not disdosed. However, the names of theCompaniesAnnual Meetingswere 
included in the findings pnwided. 

The NYSE stated that the objecthre of the examination6was todateminethe 
m m b r  organizations' compliance wlth various Rubs includingthe NYSE R u b  
listed klaw+ 

The examinations discicmd deficisnd8s at each member organization and the 
Mllwving 9 Rules were cibd in the various examination reports, and in varying 
degrees d nan compliance-

o NYSERule 342 (MRw -Approval, Supervision and Control) 

a NYDE Rule401 (Business Conduct) 

o 	 NYSE Rule 461 (Trar'&miaion of praxy Material) 
o 	 NYSE Ruk 451.9Q (Scheduleof Approved Chargea by Mmber 


Organhations in ConnectionWith Proxy SalicxyMbns) 

o 	 NYSE Ruk 452 (Giving Proxies by MemberOrganizations) 
o 	NYSE Rule 452.20 (Retention of Records) 
o NYSE Rule 440 (Bwks and Records) 
a SEC Reg. 17a-S (Records to be Made by Cedein Whange Members, 

Brokers and Dealers) 
Q 	 8EC Reg. 17a-4 (Recards tobe ?resewed by Certain Exchange 


Member$, Brokers and healers). 


The following is a summation of the findings as staled in the NYSEAudit 
Summary. 

1. 	Member Organizations could n d  provide wMtn 8 docurnenled 

procedures. 


2. 	Sumsory review of the proxy p m ~ $was not fbund. 
3. 	The NYSE states that Membar Organization6 can not outsaum their 

responsibilities, 



4. 	Record retention; Alt documsnb must be easily amssibk, and p m t d  
upon request. 

5, 	IndependentAudit Reviews,internally and externally of their internal 
tecords, cantcibls & procedures. No evidence of wiew.. 

8. 	Position Balancingand Adjustments. Rscondliatbns were not wndwted 
7. 	Se4curitks I Share on loan can not be indMe?din the vDfeabls position. 
8, 	independent Audit Revieisof the Proxy Senrice Provider, (ADP)was not 

conducted. 
9. 	Billing Control's, & Procedulvs with ADP, no recanciliation was completed. 
10.Reconciliationof records to assurethat beneficial Owners Votes were 

accurate prior to the stock FSWI-dbeing ~ n tto the Service Provider. 
I1.Supervisary Review dthe Senrlce Provider (ADP), to ensure compliance 

with Proxy Rule B Regulationswas not mai-Sned. 
12.Proprietary Long Pbsitianswere not netted against, Proprietary Short 

PositicKls, and Securities Blomow~dm s  included in Long Positions.Thus 
resulting in over vatlng. 

13.Member Organizationsentire lang positions, net af s e c u ~hd 
was W for voting purposes.There wem no other attempts to modify the 
proxy summaties tcs adjust tor beneficial owners, which rasulted in 
wenroting. 

14.No IndependentSupenrlsory review of pray vdng results complied by 
ADP, Ks Senrice Burnu, Rule 342. 

16.Hrms did not nd customers long positions against related short pasEions 
priorto voting the long shares. 

16.Pledged Margin Option Positions can not be voted. 



3ZIVZSXI %REP]WMW JVSQ ���� 4VS\] 7IEWSR 
6ITSVXW KEXLIVIH F] 784 %HZMWSV] 7IVZMGI� 00' 

%KIRX ��� 
2YQFIV SJ 1IIXMRKW ������ ������� ��� 
2YQFIV SJ 1IIXMRKW ������ ������ [MXL EX PIEWX SRI SZIVZSXI SGGYVVIRGI� ��� 
���	 SJ XLI SGGYVVIRGIW SJ SZIV�ZSXMRK [IVI XVEGIH XS (8' 4EVXMGMTERXW� 

�� )\EQTPIW SJ 8VYI 3ZIVZSXIW 
'3�	 231-2)) 6�( ')() 437� %(4 :38) 3:)6:38) 
�	 +7 -RX P ������ ������� ������� 

�	 2EX P 'MX] &ERO ������ ������ ��� 

�	 7GSXXVEHI ������� ������� ������� 
7XMJIP 2MGSPEYW � ������ ������ 
9&7 *MR P � ������� ������� 
9&7 7IGYVMXMIW � ������ ������ 
97%% &VSOIVEKI � ������ ������ 
;IHFYWL 1SVKER � ������� ������� 

�	 -RXIVEGXMZI &VSOIVW ����� ������ ������ 

�	 -RXIVEGXMZI &VSOIVW ������ ������ ����� 
2EX P *MR P 7IVZ ��������� ��������� ������� 

�	 8IVVE 2SZE ����� ����� ����� 
9&7 7IGYVMXMIW ����� ������ ������ 

�	 -RXIVEGXMZI &VSOIVW ������ ������ ����� 
9&7 7IGYVMXMIW � ������� ������ 
97%% &VSOIVEKI ������ ������ ����� 

�	 2SVXLIVR 8VYWX ������� ������� ������ 

�	 ,YRXMRKXSR &EROW ������ ������ ������ 

�� &IEV 7XIEVRW ��������� ��������� ������ 
�6�( ! 6IGSVH (EXI 
�')() ! (8'' 2SQMRII 2EQI 
�%(4 ! %YXSQEXIH (EXE 4VSGIWWMRK� MRHYWXV] YXMPMX] JSV TVS\] ZSXI WYFQMWWMSR 

%KIRX �� 
� SJ 1IIXMRKW WMRGI ������ � �������� �� 
� SJ 1IIXMRKW [MXL SZIV�ZSXMRK� �� 
� SJ SZIV�ZSXMRK SGGYVIRGIW� �� 

;I HMH LEZI X[S PEVKI SZIV�ZSXIW ���� QMPPMSR ERH ��� QMPPMSR WLEVIW TSWXIH F] 'VIHMX 
7YMWWI� MR E GSQTER] JSV [LMGL XLI] HMH RSX LEZI E TSWMXMSR EX (8''� 

-RWTIGXSV SJ )PIGXMSR �� 



-X WIIQIH WXEXMWXMGEPP] GIVXEMR XS QI XLEX QSWX SJ XLI GSQTER]�W MRHMZMHYEP MRZIWXSVW HMH 
238 VIGIMZI XLI TVS\] QEXIVMEPW JVSQ %(4 MR XMQIP] JEWLMSR� %(4 GIVXEMRP] WIIQIH 
�SZIV�WXVIWWIH� XLMW ]IEV� 8LI] XVMIH XS XIPP QI XLEX XLIVI [IVI �TVSFPIQW [MXL WPS[ 
HIPMZIV] SJ �WXERHEVH QEMP� �� FYX YTSR JYVXLIV MRUYMV]� MX XYVRIH SYX XLEX XLI] LEH YWIH E 
WTIGMEP 947 WIVZMGI XS HIPMZIV HMVIGXP] XS TSWXEP�HMWXVMFYXMSR GIRXIVW EVSYRH XLI GSYRXV]� 
[LMGL RSVQEPP] EWWYVIW JEWXIV HIPMZIV] RSX WPS[IV� 4EGOEKIW WIIQ XS LEZI HMWETTIEVIH EX 
%(4� =IX ERSXLIV GPMIRX XSPH QI XLEX [LMPI %(4 �FIKER QEMPMRK� MR XMQIP] JEWLMSR� XLI] 
HMHR�X JMRMWL YRXMP RIEVP] XLVII [IIOW LEH TEWWIH� 
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